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KONG TAI: POST ELECTION EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

Training was and continues to be an essential post election priority for committee 
members. The local ACFTU told us that they did not have the resources to provide 
training. We then contacted two Hong Kong-based non-governmental organizations 
who. agreed to conduct training. Training began with 6 half-day sessions in October 
and November 2001. 

Original curriculum of the training included discussions on what is a Trade 
Union the functions of Trade Union committee, strategies .for reaching consensus, 
intern� communication and organizing, how to manage complaints, event orga
nizing and Trade Union administration. 

This initial training was followed by several visits from outside groups, such as 
a delegation from the Swedish Trade Union Confederation. These contacts helped 
the workers at Kong Tai understand the larger context of their work. 

The next training phase was an offsite retreat of the elected representatives over 
a long weekend in January, 2002 that focused on team building, communication 
amongst committee members, and self-evaluation. The offsite training was again 
conducted by the Hong Kong CIC and the LESN. 

Today, the trainers are trying to work with the workforce at large to increase the 
understanding about what they can expect of their elected representatives. 

THE FU LUH EXPERIMENT 

A secorid election was held in a Taiwanese-invested factory in October 2002. The 
12,000 workers at the Fu Luh Sports Shoes factory in Fuzhou, China voted for 192 
candidates in seven election zones. Although the Fu Luh Sports Shoe factory had 
a union previously, there was no charter-nothing written down about the purpose 
or the structure of the union. They had to start from scratch. 

FU LUH: PRE-ELECTION 

We began by bringing Fu Luh leadership to the Kong Tai factory to view first 
hand the process and the outcome of the election that had been held there a year 
earlier. Representatives were introduced to the Kong Tai chart�r during their visit 
and subsequently relied heavily on it for the development of their own charter docu
ment. 

In addition, in between the date of the Kong Tai election and the start of plans 
for an election at Fu Luh, the Chinese government ratified a new trade union law 
(in October 2001) eliminating the confusing and oft.en irrelevant language for today's 
modern business environment. The law clearly defined the roles and responsibilities 
of unions. We found it helpful in our work at Fu Luh. 

At the Kong Tai factory, local ACFTU officials were aware of the election and sup
portive of it but did not get involved in the details of the process. At the Fu Luh 
factory, local union officials were actively involved from the first .conversations and 
remained involved throughout. They had different ideas from us on some issues 
such as the value of proportional representation and campaign speeches. They also 
pushed for the creation of a broader Congress in addition to the smaller union Com
mittee to increase the number of workers who could be directly involved in the 
union's activities. 

The union charter that was adopted for the Fu Luh factory was similar to the 
charter at Kong Tai. It allows for the recall of union members in the event, for in
stance, of mismanagement and the filling of posts of committee members who leave 
the factory. Workers were given the opportunity to self-nominate as was the case 
at Kong Tai. The principle of proportional representation was .followed. 

OJ)en forums preceded the nomination process and were meant to inforin ·workers 
about the elections, explain how this was different from the past, explain the pur
pose of the trade union and encourage workers' involvement . 
. Fu Luh has only one small dorm that houses a few of the factory's workforce. 

Most workers live offsite in rented rooms. To ensure that workers would attend the 
open forums, workers were required to attend and were compensated for their time. 
The forums lasted approximately an hour and a half. 

The speeches were quite fun-workers laughed and enjoyed themselves (but also 
mercilessly ribbed people who werenervous or who lost theirplace in their speeches). 

Workers only attended the speeches of candidates for their particular production 
room or election zone. 

FU LUH: THE VOTING PROCESS 

The voting was by secret ballot and the vote counting was conducted in a fully 
transparent manner. 
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A week following the election for the Committee members, the Chair and Vice 
Chair were elected from among them. Speeches were again given by all the can
didates. 

FU LUH: POST ELECTION EDUCATION AND TRAINlNG I 

The local ACFTU will provide an initial 2-day training program to elected rep
resentatives in mid-November, 2002. After this training, Reebok staff will meet with 
the new union members to assess their needs and look for additional ways to help 
meet them. Reebok remains open to new and innovative ways to assist in the edu
cation and training process of newly elected worker representatives. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The elections at Kong Tai and Fu Luh shoe factories are initial efforts to enhance 
the voice of workers in China in a way that will aid code compliance and lead, ·we 
hope, to a more sustainable model for improving workplace conditions. 

These elections were fully consistent with Chinese law and were supported by 
local ACFTU officials. We were pleased will the overall level of support we observed 
and we commend all parties, including ACFTU officials, fOr their forbearance and, 
in many cases, active support. 

The guiding principles in the election process were transparency, proportional l'ep
resentation and "one person, one vote:" 
• self nomination to stand as a candidate;
• trans_parency in the · process (holding open forums so all workers would under

stand it, posting Frequently Asked Questions in the factory to answer concerns, 
and transparency in the vote-counting) to instill confidence; 

• proportional representation to make sure that each part of- the factory was rep
resented on the union committee; 

• one person, one vote by· secret ballot. (In neither factory had all workers voted
before, or voted in a secret manner.) 
To label the experiments as "successes" or 1'failures'' is to try to put them in _boxes

where they don't necessarily fit. We view them as steps in the right direction: to
ward compliance that is more sustainable and that involves workers in the process. 

We are pleased that all parties have cooperated to permit these elections to take 
place in the credible, transparent manner in which they were conducted. At Kong 
Tai, the union is still growing and developing. They have spent much of their time 
during the last year learning how to work together and how to be a union. They 
have routinely assisted workers to get approvals to take leave, they have fought for 
pr!)_:per medical compensation for sick workers. 

We hope these elections will demonstrate that an increase in worker participation 
can be achieved in an environment where fully independent unions do not exist. Our 
experience is that there is room for movement and progress within the confines of 
what unions are permitted to do today in China. It is our hope that through this 
example, other multinational brands and other factories will experiment with these 
or other ways to establish sustainable methods of achieving code compliance. In the 
end, we better implement our standards when we are willing to challenge ourselves, 
our factory partners and workers to find new, more sustainable ways to achieve 
internationally recognized workplace norms. 




